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Abstract
The  need  of  complete  corpus  nowadays  is  very crucial, especially for linguist. In order to assist linguist to construct corpus, a 
tool for collecting text in a specific language from the Internet is needed. This paper describes an approach to collecting Javanese 
and Sundanese text from the Internet. We have modified a focused crawler named WebSPHINX such that it can be useful for 
crawling the text. In order to determine which pages are crawled, the focused crawler needs a language classifier.  In this 
research, we used the dictionary algorithm for classifying the text. In order to determine the next links to visit, we employed 2 
crawling methods, i.e. Breadth First and By Page Length. The purpose of our research is to observe how the algorithm and the 
crawling methods perform to collect Javanese and Sundanese text from the Internet. Our experiments have shown that the 
dictionary algorithm classify the text based on the languages with average accuracy of 88,64% depending on the size of the 
documents being classified. The experiments also showed that in general the Breadth First method outperfoms the By Page 
Length method. In this research, we also campared the dictionary algorithm to the N-Gram algorithm when different crawling 
methods are employed. The experiments showed that the combination of Breadth First method and Dictionary algorithm 
generally outperforms other combinations. Therefore, we used the combination of Breadth First method and Dictionary algorithm 
for crawling the text and then constructing Javanese and Sundanese corpora.
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1. Introduction
Indonesia has so many cultures including vernaculars, dances, music instruments, and many more. Vernacular,
which is a topic of this research, is one of the most popular culture around Indonesia, especially Javanese and 
Sundanese. Javanese and Sundanese are the two most commonly used by local people in Indonesia. It is an 
importance to preserve such culture in Indonesia by encouraging people to use vernacular to write something in the 
Internet. 
Today’s World Wide Web is roamed by numerous automatons, variously called crawlers, robots, bots, and 
spiders. These are programs that browse the Web unassisted, and follow links and process pages in a largely 
autonomous fashion. Crawlers perform  many  useful  services,  including  full  text  indexing, link  maintenance,  
downloading,  printing,  and  visualization.
However, this list of services is by no means exhaustive and users soften  require  custom  services  that  no  
existing  robot provides.  With the  rapid  growth  and  increasing  importance of the Web in daily life, one expects a 
corresponding growth in demand for personalized Web automation. This will allow a user to delegate repetitive 
tasks to a robot, and generate alternative views and summaries of Web content that meet the user’s needs. 
Unfortunately, it is still quite a laborious task to build a crawler.
Up until now, there are a lot of researches done to develop a topic specific crawler, known as focused crawler. 
Focused crawler  or  topical  crawler  is  a software  tool that  crawls  websites which are relevant to a certain topic. 
In conducting the crawl, focused crawlers are supported by classifiers which have function to classify the topic or 
language of the visited web pages [6].
This paper describes how a modified focused crawler crawls and classifies websites, in addition, produces corpus. 
These corpus  can  be  used  as  guidelines  for  the  next  research.  It also  has potential  to  develop  more  software
for many purposes,  for  instance language  specific  search  engine,  information  extraction,  or applied ontology for 
Javanese and Sundanese.
2. Related Works
There are a lot of classification algorithms can be used for focused crawler for example Dictionary, N-Gram, 
Naive Bayes, Cosine Similarity, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Genetic Algorithm or Reinforcement Learning. 
Methods that are used by the crawler to determine the next links to visit also vary, for instance Breadth First, Depth 
First, By Page Length, Random, Best First, Depth Limited, By Page Rank, or Back Link Count. In this section we 
describe the dictionary algorithm, crawling methods, and some related works.
2.1. Dictionary Algorithm
This algorithm has many nicknames, many of these names because the procedure is very similar to each other.  
The basic of this algorithm is a search for a word from a text by pattern matching. The algorithm is quite simple: 
equate sequentially and continuously from a corpus with a web page as a comparison. The separator is a space for 
each word. 
Judging from the structure and  definition,  this  algorithm can be rewritten as the relevance of words in the text 
with words in a specific language dictionary. Relevance testing is done by checking the input words to the 
dictionary created from the training data. If there are words that are checked in the dictionary, the word is 
considered to be relevant and not relevant when it is not found in the dictionary. [7]
2.2. Crawling Methods
Crawling method is a strategy to determine which URL should be visited in the next step.  In this research we 
implement and experiment a focused crawler with two methods, i.e. By Page Length and Breadth First methods.
Crawling method By Page Length is done by calculating the length of a web page. The web page will be sorted 
using a priority queue. The longest page will be placed in top priority such that the link contained in the web page
will have higher priority to visit. The reason of using this method is if a web page has long content, then the 
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relevance of a specific language is more likely greater than the others.
Breadth-First crawling is the simplest method for crawling. It does not utilize heuristics in deciding which URL 
to visit next. It uses the frontier as a First In First Out (FIFO) queue, crawling links in the order in which they are 
encountered. Breadth-First crawling is an uninformed crawl method that aims to expand and examine all nodes of a 
graph or combination of sequences by systematically searching through every solution. In other words, it 
exhaustively searches the entire graph or sequence without considering the goal until it finds all child nodes 
obtained by expanding a node are added to a FIFO queue. 
2.3. WebSPHINX
WebSPHINX  is  a  web  crawler  that  built  using  the  Java programming language. This software is also quite 
interactive as the users can make modifications through the change of code  or  modify  the  settings  through  the  
display  interface that  is provided [8].  WebSPHINX  or  Website-Specific  Processors for HTML Information 
Extraction is an open source software and can be downloaded on the page http://www.cs.cmu.edu/ 
˜RCM/websphinx/. By observing the source code of the WebSPHINX, we represent its architecture a shown in Fig.
1. In order to adopt the WebSPHINX for our purpose, we modify the packages websphinx and 
websphinx.workbench.
Fig. 1. The WebSPHINX architecture
2.4. Corpus
A corpus may contain text in a single language (monolingual corpus) or text data in multiple languages 
(multilingual corpus).  Multilingual corpora that have been specially formatted for side-by-side comparison are 
called aligned parallel corpora. In order to make the corpora more useful for doing linguistic research, they are often 
subjected to a process known as annotation. An example of annotating a corpus is part-of-speech tagging, or POS-
tagging, in which information about each word’s part of speech (verb, noun, adjective, etc.) is added to the corpus in 
the form of tags. Another example is indicating the base form of each word. Some corpora have further structured 
levels of analysis applied. In particular, a number of smaller corpora may be fully parsed. Such corpora are usually 
called Treebanks or Parsed Corpora. Other levels of linguistic structured analysis are possible, including annotations 
for morphology, semantics and pragmatics. In this research, our goal is to collect text written in specific languages, 
i.e. Javanese and Sundanese, from the Internet such that it can be used for further analysis and process. Using 
focused crawler we expect to have complete corpora of the traditional languages.
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3. The Focused Crawler Design and Implementation
The schematic workflow of the designed focused crawler is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The focused crawler workflow
As described above, the focused crawler is built by modifying WebSPHINX. The modification is done by setting
URLs priority based on the crawling methods, plugging the language classifier,  and  building new outputs, e.g.
metadata and accuracy information, in a specific format. We build three new classes. Class Trainer is a class that 
executes a collection of training data into two dictionaries, the Javanese dictionary and Sundanese dictionary,
containing  a  list  of  words  in  both  languages  respectively. Class Comparator is a class that compares words in 
the text. Prior to classification, class Comparator will load a dictionary that was previously created by the class 
Trainer. Cass DictionaryClassifier is the class that is used by  the  focused  crawler  to classify the language of the 
text. The three classes are collected in a new packcage, WebSPHINK-William, and integrated into the original 
focused crawler WebSPHINX.
After crawling and doing a post-processing, the crawler provides the following output:
1. A collection of text which is written in a specific language (Javanese or Sundanese)
2. The metadata of the text 
3. List of words, and the sentence related to each word
Is Final?
stop
yes
Download
The Page
Check Page
RelevanceIs Relevant?
Put URLs to 
Relevant Page List
Crawling Methods:
- Breadth First
- By Page Length
Language Classifier:
- The Dictionary 
Method
Frontier 
Initialization
Check Final
Condition
Get a URL
From Frontier
Add list to
Frontier
start
yes
no
no
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Fig. 3 and 4 show two examples of crawler outputs.
Filename: Anu Arujian.txt
URL: http://majalah-mangle.com/content/detail/132/anu_arujian.html
Referrer: http://majalah-mangle.com/rubrik/artikel/31/carita_tilu_bagian.html
Downloaded time: Tue May 22 15:24:07 ICT 2012
Percentage: Jawa 33.9155749636099 Sunda 76.7103347889374
Filename: Nu Niruk Jajantung.txt
URL: http://majalah-mangle.com/content/detail/266/nu_niruk_jajantung.html
Referrer: http://majalah-mangle.com/rubrik/artikel/3/carita_pondok.html
Downloaded time: Tue May 22 15:25:20 ICT 2012
Percentage: Jawa 23.289417764555886 Sunda 75.86060348491289
Fig. 3. Metadata of the pages downloaded by the crawler
Ngan |  Ngan, naon wae mangpaatna
naon |  Ngan, naon wae mangpaatna
bisa |  Ti dinya, bisa nyawang Tatar Jawa Barat
nyawang |  Ti dinya, bisa nyawang Tatar Jawa Barat
Fig. 4. List of words and the sentence related to each word
4. Experimental Result and Evaluation
The experimentation is done by providing some initial URLs as seeds, containing Sundanese and Javanese text. 
The URLs include http://majalah-mangle.com/, http://fikminsunda.com/, http://kamusjowo.com/, and 
http://www.ojonesu.com/
4.1. Experimental Result  of Using the Dictionary Algorithm
We collect variety of documents with different length, which can be grouped into three groups. The first contains
small-sized documents, each document contains only 2 to 5 words. The second contains medium-sized document
with 6 to 50 words for each document. The third contains documents  that  have  length  of  51  to  100  words for 
each document. Number of files that were collected for each section is at least 550 files. There are 1714 Javanese
documents and 1729 Sundanese documents. The test results is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental result of language classification using the Dictionary algorithm
Languages Accuracy
Small Size Medium Size Large Size
Javanese 87.94% 96.51% 99.82%
Sundanese 65.64% 82.47% 99.48%
As shown in Table 1, the classification performance is directly proportional with the size of the documents. It is 
interesting to notice that for large size documents, the Dictionary algorithm classifies the documents in a very high 
accuracy (higher than 99%). In general, the Dictionary algorithm classifies the documents with average accuracy of  
88,64%.
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4.2. Experimental Result  of Using Crawling Methods
In order to measure how effective the crawler methods, we use the harvest rate of the crawler methods as the 
accuracy measurement. In this paper, the harvest rate is defined as the ratio between number of relevance pages and 
number of downloaded pages. Fig. 5 shows the accuracy comparison between Breadth First and By Page Length 
methods.
Fig. 5.   Accuracy comparison of the crawling methods
In general, the Breadth First method is better than the By Page Length method, because it is tracing the closest 
links that are assumed to have the highest relevance to the main page. It is shown in Fig. 5 that the harvest rate of the 
Breadth First method is quite high and stable for every web site.
4.3. Comparison with Other Methods
We also compare our experimental result with other experimental result done by other research using N-Gram 
classifier and with Depth First and Random methods [9] in the same experimental environment. We notice some 
interesting results as the following:
1. In general, The harvest rate for Dictionary algorithm is higher than the harvest rate of N-Gram algorithm, 
but the difference is not significant. 
2. Both algorithms have similar classification accuracy rate, it is low for small-sized documents and very high 
for large-sized documents
.
In addition to comparing the accuracy of the classification algorithms, we also compare the accuracy of different 
combinations  of classifiers and crawling methods as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 5 shows that Breadth First – Dictionary generally outperforms other combinations. It is also shown in Fig. 5
that for 3 websites out of 4, i.e. http://majalah-mangle.com/, http://fikminsunda.com/, and   
http://www.ojonesu.com/, the Dictionary algorithm with the Breadth First method delivers the highest harvest rate. 
It is interesting to notice that the N-Gram algorithm with Random method outperforms other combinations in the 
case of http://penjebarsemangat.co.id. However, since Random method tends to deliver considerably different 
harvest rates for different websites, we consider that the method is not stable.
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Fig. 6.   Accuracy comparison betewen the combinations of different methods
5. Conclusion
This paper has described our work on integrating Dictionary algorithm, Breadth First and By Page Link methods 
to the focused crawler WEBSPHINK for collecting Javanese and Sundanese text from the Internet.  The text 
collected from the Internet is used for further process and analysis to build corpora. We have experimented with 
several combinations of language identification algorithms and crawling methods. They are Dictionary-Breadth 
First, Dictionary-By Page Link, N-Gram-Depth First, and N-Gram-Random.  Our experiments have shown that in 
general the combination of Dictionary Algorithm and Breadth First method delivers highest performance in 
comparison with other combinations. Therefore, we used Dictionary-Breadth First approach for collecting the text. 
Further, we process the text for generating list of words and the sentence related to the word such that it can be used 
by linguist for building corpora. 
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